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Assignment 1: Concurrency and 

reactivity, 4p
a, What is the difference between a hard real-time system and a soft real-time 

system?

A missed real-time constraint/requirement in a hard real-time system is a system 
failure.

b, Is it, at least in theory, possible to achieve concurrency without the use of a kernel?

yes, by use of interrupt handlers that interrupt each other.

c, What effect can extremely large critical sections have on a concurrent system?

Poor concurrency because of inability for the kernel to switch to another thread 
waiting for the same lock that is already held by the executing thread.



Assignment 2: Scheduling order, 3p

Consider a priority-scheduled system with preemptive kernel and two threads, A and B, where A is high 
priority and B is low priority. A is blocked on a semaphore and B is running. Interrupts are enabled 
and an interrupt is signaled to the cpu for which the ISR (interrupt service routine) changes state of 
A from blocked to ready (for example, signals a semaphore on which A is waiting).

a, Will the interrupt service routine start immediately or will it be delayed?

It will start immediately. Interrupts always executes immediately regardless of kernel, as long as 
interrupts are enabled.interrupts are enabled.

b, Will thread A start running? Why/Why not?

Yes, because the interrupt changes system state so that A becomes ready, the preemptive kernel will 
switch to a as soonas a becomes ready (preemptiveness).

c, Consider the same system, with the same priorities and events, but with a non-premptive kernel. Will 
the system behaviour be the same as in the case of a preemptive kernel?

No, in this case, B will continue and a has to wait even though A is ready, because the kernel cannot 
preempt thread B.



Assignment 3: Scheduling, 6p

a, Both the EDF scheduler and the RM scheduler are said to be optimal. How can two different 
scheduling algorithms both be optimal? explain.

They are optimal in differens ways (different measures): EDF is optimal for dynamic priority scheduling 
and RM is optimal for static priority scheduling.

b, Does there exist a set of tasks that are schedulable with RM but not with EDF? Why/why not?

No, EDF can schedule any set of tasks that has a cpu-utilization below 100%, which is not the case for No, EDF can schedule any set of tasks that has a cpu-utilization below 100%, which is not the case for 
RM.

c, Any set of tasks cannot be scheduled with the RM scheduler. What property is required on the task 
set in order for the RM scheduler to be useful?

There has to be a fixed period for each task/event

d, A round-robin scheduler is seldom used for real-time systems. Why is that?

It will not schedule an important task before a non-important task and will hence give poor real-time 
performance because of excessive waiting in the ready queue.



Assignment 4: Synchronization, 6p

We are presented with a kernel interface that has 
support for semaphores as follows:

sem_init(semaphore, value)

sem_wait(semaphore)

sem_signal(semaphore)

Now, we would like to implement synchronous 
channels using semaphores.

(Our system supports a single channel only. 
Therefore, it is not necessary to specify 
channel as argument to channel_read and 
channel_write)

The semantics of the channel should be as 
follows: If channel_write is not called 
simultaneously with channel_read, then 
channel_read will block until channel_write
is called. Symetrically, if channel_read is not channels using semaphores.

We would like to implement the following 
interface:

int channel_read()

channel_write(int i)

is called. Symetrically, if channel_read is not 
called simultaneously with channel_write, 
channel_write will block until channel_read
is called. This means that both channel_read
and channel_write blocks waiting for each 
other. When both are eventually called 
simultaneously (they “meet” to make the 
“handover”), channel_read returns the int
argument sent to channel_write.

Implement channel_read and channel_write. Use 
semaphores for synchronization and global 
variables for data exchange.



Assignment 4: Synchronization, 6p

sem_init(wm, 1)

sem_init(rm, 1)

sem_init(readComplete, 0)

sem_init(writeComplete, 0)

channel_write(data) {

channel_read {

sem_wait(rm)

sem_wait(writeComplete)

result=datastorage

sem_signal(readComplete)

sem_signal(rm)channel_write(data) {

sem_wait(wm)

datastorage = data

sem_signal(writeComplete)

sem_wait(readComplete)

sem_signal(wm)

}

sem_signal(rm)

}



Assignment 5: Priorities, 4p

Consider a system with three threads and one mutex lock following a simple parking pattern as follows:

mutex m1;

t1() {

while(1) {

parkForEvent1();

computeForAWhile();

}

}

t2(){

while(1) {while(1) {

parkForEvent2();

lock(m1);

computeForAWhile2();

unlock(m1)

}

}

t3(){

while(1) {

parkForEvent3();

lock(m1);

computeForAWhile3();

unlock(m1)

}

}



Assignment 5: Priorities, 4p

t1 is run with priority 6, t2 with priority 10 and t3 with priority 2. The priority scale is reversed (low 
value=high priority). The execution times for computeForAWhile() is 5s, computeForAWhile2() 10s 
and computeForAWhile3() is 2s.

Now consider this system where events occur in the following order with one second between each: 
event2, event3, event1.

a, The above system would experience an unsatisfactory condition. What is this condition and what 
effects does it have?effects does it have?

priority inversion, it makes a high-priority thread wait for a lower priority, unrelated, thread

b, Mention two methods for solving the above problem.

priority inheritance, priority ceiling

c, Choose one method. Draw a time diagram of a modified system where the method is implemented.



Assignment 5: Priorities, 4p
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Assignment 6: Shared resources, 4p
On many systems, some functions (libraries, system calls,…) is not reentrant. This means that the non-reentrant functions may not be called again while 

they are executing (may not be called from thread 1 while executing in thread 2, for example). Thus, it is not possible to “reenter” the function, 
hence the name non-reentrant. A programmer has to make sure that such functions are always executed from one thread at a time only.

Now, consider the following system where read_buffer is non-reentrant:

struct bigStruct s1;

struct bigStruct s2;

int buffer;

void thread1(void) {

while (1) {

buffer = read_buffer();

update_struct(&s1, &buf);

// here we perform other computations…

}

}

void thread2(void) {

while (1) {

buffer = read_buffer();

update_struct(&s2, &s1, &buf);

// here we perform other computations…

}

}

The above system has no protection for shared resources. Modify the code by inserting proper mutex protection by using one or several mutex locks. Place 
lock(m) and unlock(m) (where m is a mutex lock) such that all resources are properly protected and no resource is unnecessary locked. For maximal 
credits, your solution should allow as much concurrency as possible.



Assignment 6: Shared resources, 4p

struct bigStruct s1;

struct bigStruct s2;

int buffer;

void thread1(void) {

while (1) {

lock(m)

buffer = read_buffer();

update_struct(&s1, &buffer);

unlock(m)

// here we perform other computations…// here we perform other computations…

}

}

void thread2(void) {

while (1) {

lock(m)

buffer = read_buffer();

update_struct(&s2, &s1, &buffer);

unlock(m)

// here we perform other computations…

}

}



Assignment 7: Reactive Object, 4p

We are about to design an “interrupt filtering” system. A hardware unit issues a lot of interrupts, but we 
only want to allow a certain number of interrupts per time unit. The rest of the interrupts should be 
thrown away (this makes sense for some kinds of hardware, or we might not want to overload the 
software with interrupts.).

In this particular case, we are willing to accept a maximum of 1 interrupt/second.

Implement the class of reactive objects that perform the function of filtering interrupts. The class 
should implement a method interruptArrive(int c). This method will be invoked by the interrupt should implement a method interruptArrive(int c). This method will be invoked by the interrupt 
handler for the hardware (we will not implement the interrupt handler). If the interrupts is allowed 
to pass through, a method interruptPass(int c) should be called (we assume the presence of such a 
method). This method should be called with the same argument as the latest call to 
interruptArrive(int c). If the interrupt is not allowed to pass through, a counter should be increased 
(this counter should be initialized to 0). A method, missedInterrupts(), should be implemented that 
retrurns the value of this counter.

If you are not familiar with tinyTimber, you may use your favourite real-time language (be sure to 
explain thoroughly).



Assignment 7: Reactive Object, 4p

#include “TinyTimber.h”

typedef struct {

Object super;

int intPass;

int missedIntCount;

} intFilter;

#define initIntFilter() \

{initObject(), 1, 0}

interruptArrive(intFilter *this, int c) {interruptArrive(intFilter *this, int c) {

if (this->intPass) {

this->intPass=0

after(SEC(1), this, resetFlag, 0)

sync(interruptPass, c)

}

else {

this-> missedIntCount++

}

}

resetFlag(intFilter *this, v) {

this->intPass=1

}

missedInterrupts(intFilter *this) {

return this->missedIntCount

}


